
 
 

 
 
 
 

SONGSCRAFTERS COLORING BOOK 
by Bill Pere 

 
     BAH! DRUMBUG!   
 
Drum machines. You make rhythm with 'em.  If some machine like a drum machine  is a 
dumb machine you may loose some sheen on your tune . If you get a kick out of being 
ensnared in a trap, start to hum and set your "do-what-you're-told-drums" to do 
humdrum  drumming while you hum which will put your song in the doldrums with new 
drums or old drums, and two persons slouched on a couch, one per cushion to do 
percussion will end up cussin'.  Of course, if one drum is a weird drum to  your eardrum 
then that one drum is a conundrum.  If the drumming gets scrambled, you can  always re-
drum (but that's just murd-er).  Actually, folks, this is a  serious  article, so just consider the 
above as being "cymbolic".  (and an example of high sonic activity and semantic pivots as 
discussed in Section II-C of Songcrafters' Coloring Book.) 
 
Not too long ago, I was at a song critique session.  The first three songs  played there were 
very good songs, but something about the productions didn't feel right".  Something in the 
arrangements was detracting from the essence  of  the songs.  After some analytical 
reflection,  it appeared that in all three  cases, the problem was with the drum track.  In 
each case, a drum machine was  used, set to play a constant 'beat' throughout the song, 
probably a preset.  In one case the beat was in duple meter (twos) while the song was 
trying to 'swing' (triple) meter.  It made a stormy marriage.  In the other two cases, the 
songs were phrased musically in groups of 4 beats, but the rhythm pattern  was  
symmetrical so that beats 1 and 2 were the same as beats 3 and 4, thus  creating a 'cut time' 
or 2/4 effect, which fought against the 4/4 of the rest  of the  music.   

 

The concepts discussed in this article are a part of 
the comprehensive analysis of songwriting 
presented in the complete book "Songcrafters' 
Coloring Book: The Essential Guide to Effective 
and Successful Songwriting" , by Bill Pere.  For 
additional information or to order a copy, visit 
http://www.songcrafterscoloringbook.com 

 



 
Drum machines or drum loops,  perhaps more than anything else, have the ability to make 
or break a production of an otherwise good song.  Most hardware machines (or drum 
sequencers if software-based) in addition to a  variety of 'preset' patterns, give you the 
ability  to control exactly what is happening on every beat of every measure, i.e., which 
drums are being hit, how loud they are, where the 'hit' occurs (edge of  cymbal or inner 
part; edge of snare or center;), tempo variation, etc.   In music meant for listening, variety 
in the rhythm is an important means of keeping the listener's interest, as opposed to a 
constant rhythm which is more desirable in music meant for dancing. (this article deals 
primarily with 'listening' music, so keep the above  distinction in mind).   
 
This is not to say that one should never use presets or relatively constant  rhythm patterns, 
but this should only be done if it really fits the overall presentation of the song and does 
not clash with any other aspects of it.  If the intent is to make a very simple demo of a 
simple song, then a constant preset pattern might work, particularly in the country or folk  
genres...but even so, a little variety can never hurt.     
 
Let's look at three basic ways to make drum machines be your friend.   
 
1: Avoid common error number one:  Using rhythm patterns which are symmetrical and of the 
same length as the musical phrasing.  This means that if your music is in four-beat phrases 
and you use a four-beat rhythm pattern, the first two beats of the rhythm must not be 
exactly the same as the last two beats. If they are, you do not have a four-beat pattern...you 
have a two-beat pattern repeated twice, which will fight against the four-beat phrasing of 
the music.   
 
The way the  brain processes rhythm is very well defined. Things are grouped only into 
units  of two or three (not four, five, six...). If you use a symmetrical pattern,  make sure the 
song really 'wants' it, because you are really using a timing which  is half of what you may 
think it is.  A symmetrical pattern in 4/4 time results in  'cut-time', which  is closely 
associated with the feel of a march, polka, or in some cases, disco beats (all of which 
happen to be of the 'dance' type music).  Note that the 'patterns' of the two halves don't 
actually have to be different...they just must SOUND different. Thus, variations in 
dynamics (accents) or timbre (color) will be sufficient even if  the 'beat' is the same in both 
halves of a pattern.   
 
2:  Avoid common error number two:  Using two when you mean three or three when you  mean 
two. When using triple meters like 6/8 or 3/4, be careful. Make sure you do not use 3/4 
when you need 6/8.  What's the difference?  Six beats can be comprised of 2 groups of 
three or 3 groups of two.  The former is 6/8, where each measure has two accents and 
subdivisions of 3 (ONE-two-three  FOUR-five-six), and the latter is 3/4, where each 
measure has three accents and subdivisions of 2 (ONE-and TWO-and THREE-and).   
 
Another example is the incorrect use of 4/4 when you need 12/8, and  vice-verse.  Each 
provides 4 accents per measure, but 12/8 subdivides each  beat into 3 (ONE-and-a TWO-
and-a THREE-and-a FOUR-and-a). this gives 12 pulses per measure (4 x 3).  When the 
'and' beats are rests, you have a swing' or shuffle rhythm.  This contrasts with the more 
even flow of 4/4, which subdivides into twos (ONE-and TWO-and THREE-and  FOUR-
and), or (4 x 2), given 8 pulses per measure.  Thus, the first step toward a  good production 



is to make sure the rhythm matches the phrasing of the music or lyrics, whichever is the 
driving force.  (See Songcrafter's Coloring Book section II-B on lyric cadence and the 
Prosodic Parameters).  
 
3: Avoid common error number three:  Using accents where you didn’t mean to have them, and 
vice-verse.   In virtually all musical styles,  there are points of accent in the music or lyrics 
which fall on an "off" beat (e.g., ONE-and two-AND three-and FOUR  and).  This is called 
'syncopation'.  If the melody or accompaniment is syncopated and the drum track ignores 
this by playing a constant drone, there is going to be some degree of conflict.   Any 
division of eight beats  which contains an odd number, such as 3+5, or 7+1, or 3+3+2, must 
be  syncopated, and the drums should reflect this.  Almost all contemporary rock and pop 
tunes contain some syncopations in some measures. It breaks up monotony and adds 
'pizzazz'.  Some styles such as calypso and dixieland jazz derive their distinct sounds from 
syncopated rhythms, and the famous 'white  soul' sound of the Rascals in the 1960's was 
derived from the syncopated kick drum of Dino Dinelli.  Thus, be attentive to the interplay 
between  syncopated accents in your lyrics, and syncopated beats in your rhythm track. 
Under no circumstances should the rhythm or music 'pull' a lyric accent onto the wrong 
word or syllable, as this causes a wrenched  accent, which will quickly cripple a lyric.  (See 
related articles on Metrics) 
 
Assuming that you're going to do your demo production using a drum machine or 
sequencer,  it is going to be an extremely rare occasion when a well-written song, will not 
be significantly enhanced by some customized  rhythm.  What do we mean by 'customized 
rhythm?'  It is a rhythm track produced by a drum machine which has been specifically 
programmed, measure by measure to follow the changing moods, accents, and tempo of 
the song, as opposed to stringing together a few presets or loops to play incessantly for 
three minutes or so.  Whatever recording or sequencing method you use,  it is good idea  
to get that percussion track recorded first.  It can also serve to drive your sequencer if 
you're using one.  Thus, the first step is to map out your song, measure by measure and 
program  the drum machine to follow the nuances of the piece.  This could  entail using 
some step-programming as opposed to real-time programming.  Pay careful attention to 
timbres, nuance settings, and dynamics, and make sure it's all quantized, as a beat being 
off by even 10 ticks (out of 480), or 2%,  can sound wrong to a listener.  
 
Now if those last sentences didn't make any sense to you,  that leaves two possibilities: a) 
you still have a lot in your drum machine manual that you  haven't read yet,  or b) there's a 
lot in your drum machine manual that you  don't want to be bothered with.     
 
If the latter, then I would recommend getting someone else to program your rhythm track 
for you, then bring it back to your own studio and do the rest of your demo. This is a great 
compromise between having to go through the hassle of learning the intimacies of 
percussion programming and having to pay the full cost of having a demo produced in  a 
professional studio with a live drummer (and thus a generally non-editable drum track).    
This option lets you do what you are capable of and means that you only pay for services 
you can't do yourself.   If you are one of the (b) types, where you want to learn to do it 
yourself but  it seems intimidating, then take some lessons in rhythm theory and rhythm  
programming.  Like any investment in knowledge, this will pay itself  back many-fold.   
Attention to the fine points of rhythm in a song will make your beats unbeatable. 
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